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ABSTRACT
FIRE AND FLAME DETECTION METHODS IN
IMAGES AND VIDEOS
Yusuf Hakan Habiboglu
M.S. in Electrical and Electronics Engineering
Supervisor: Prof. Dr. A. Enis Cetin
August 2010
In this thesis, automatic re detection methods are studied in color domain,
spatial domain and temporal domain. We rst investigated re and ame colors
of pixels. Chromatic Model, Fisher's linear discriminant, Gaussian mixture color
model and articial neural networks are implemented and tested for ame color
modeling. For images a system that extracts patches and classies them using
textural features is proposed. Performance of this system is given according to
dierent thresholds and dierent features. A real-time detection system that uses
information in color, spatial and temporal domains is proposed for videos. This
system, which is develop by modifying previously implemented systems, divides
video into spatiotemporal blocks and uses features extracted from these blocks
to detect re.
Keywords: Fisher's linear discriminant, articial neural networks, covariance de-
scriptors, codierence descriptors, Laws' masks, Gabor lters.
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OZET
RES_IMLERDE VE V_IDEOLARDA ATES VE ALEV TESP_IT
YONTEMLER_I
Yusuf Hakan Habiboglu
Elektrik ve Elektronik Muhendisligi Bolumu Yuksek Lisans
Tez Yoneticisi: Prof. Dr. A. Enis Cetin
Agustos 2010
Bu tezde renk duzleminde, uzamsal duzlemde ve zaman duzleminde ates ve
alev tespit yontemleri uzerinde calslmstr. _Ilk olarak ates ve alev pixellerinin
renkleri incelendi. Kromatik model, Fisher'in dogrusal ayrm, Gausssal renk
karsm modeli ve yapay sinir aglar tanmlandlar ve alev renk modeli icin test
edildiler. Resimler icin resimleri parcalayan ve bu parcalardan elde ettigi oznitelik
vektorlerini kullanarak parcalar snandran bir sistem onerilmistir. Farkl esik
degerlerine ve farkl oznitelik vektorlerine gore olan sistem performanslar ver-
ilmistir. Videolar icin renk, uzamsal, ve zamansal bilgileri kullanan gercek za-
manl calsan bir sistem gelistirilmistir. Onceki sistemlerin degistirilmesiyle olusturulan
bu sistem videolar zaman-uzamsal bloklara parcalar ve atesi tespit etmek icin
bu parcalardan elde edilen oznitelik vektorlerini kullanr.
Anahtar Kelimeler: Fisher'in dogrusal ayrm, yapay sinir aglar, kovaryans
tanmlayclar, ortak fark tanmlayclar, Laws ltreleri, Gabor ltreleri
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
Automatic re detection in images and videos is an important task. Especially
early detection of re is crucial. With early detection, small uncontrolled res
can be stopped before they turn into catastrophic events.
In this thesis a real-time system is developed step by step. Firstly, re detec-
tion techniques in color domain is investigated. Then spatial information is taken
into consideration. At last a real-time system that uses color, spatial and tem-
poral information is implemented and tested with dierent parameters in video.
Processing frame rate of developed system is generally at 20 fps. It works very
well when re is clearly visible.
1.2 Early Works
In [1], a Gaussian-smoothed histogram is used as a color model. A re color
probability is estimated by using several values of a xed pixel over time. Con-
sidering temporal variation of re and non-re pixels with re color probability a
heuristic analysis is done. A solution to the reection problem is proposed, and
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a region growing algorithm is implemented.
After moving pixels are segmented, chromatic features are used for determin-
ing re and smoke regions in [2]. Dynamics analysis of ames is done. According
to this analysis, dynamic features of re and smoke regions are used to determine
whether it is a real ame or a ame-alias.
In another work [3], moving and re colored pixels are found according to a
background estimation algorithm and Gaussian mixture models. Quasi-periodic
behavior in ame boundaries and color variations are detected by using temporal
and spatial wavelet analysis. Irregularity of the boundary of the re-colored
region is taken into consideration at the decision step.
In [4], background estimation algorithm and chrominance model are used to
detect both moving and re colored pixels. Two Markov models are proposed to
separate ame icker motion from ame colored ordinary object motion. Same
Markov model is used to evaluate spatial color variance.
An adaptive ame detector is implemented and trained by using weighted
majority based online training in [5]. Outputs of Markov models representing
the ame and ame colored ordinary moving objects and spatial wavelet analysis
of boundaries of ames are used as weak classiers for training.
In [6], HSI color model based segmentation algorithm is used to nd re
colored regiosn. Image dierencing, which is taking the absolute value of the
pixel-wise dierence between two consecutive frames, and same segmentation
process are used to separate re colored objects from ames. A method for
estimating degree of re ames is proposed.
The organization of this thesis is follows. In Chapter 2 ame color models
are investigated. In Chapter 3 a method for re and ame detection in images
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is propsed. In Chapter 5 a real-time re and ame detection algorithm is imple-
mented.
3
Chapter 2
FIRE AND FLAME
DETECTION IN COLOR
SPACE
We rst investigate re and ame colors of pixels. In this part of the thesis we
try to nd a reasonable answer to the question of color modeling of re and ame
pixels in terms of accuracy and computational complexity.
We constructed train and test sets from re and non-re images. Fire pixels
are manually chosen. Since this method is a basic step of a complex re detection
system our aim is to achieve a high detection rate with low complexity. In
this part, false alarm rate is not as crucial as true detection rate because other
algorithms can distinguish re pixels from non-re ones by using temporal and
spatial information. As you can see from Figure 2.1, non-re pixels in positive
samples are painted to black. In negative training images there is not any image
about autumn or sunset, since color of most of the pixels of these scenes are very
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similar to color of the re pixels. We tested chromatic model, Fisher's linear
discriminant, Gaussian mixture model and neural network models based on our
training set. In [1] Gaussian-smoothed color histogram is suggested for pixel
separation. This method thresholds color histogram to construct a look-up table
which has 224 elements. Due to its high memory requirements this method is not
tested.
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f)
(g) (h)
Figure 2.1: (a) to (e): samples from positive training set, (f) to (h): samples
from negative training set
2.1 Chromatic Model
In [2] Chen, Wu and Chiou suggested a chromatic model to classify pixel colors.
Its implementation is simple and its computational cost is low in terms of memory
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and processing power. They analyzed re colored pixels and realized that hue of
re colored pixels are in the range of 0  and 60 . RGB domain equivalent of this
condition is
Condition 1. R  G > B
Since re is a light source its pixel values must be bigger than some threshold.
RT is the threshold for red channel.
Condition 2. R > RT
Last rule is about saturation. S is the saturation value of a pixel and T is
the saturation value of this pixel when R is RT .
Condition 3. S > (255 R)TRT
As it can be seen in Figure 2.2 true detection rate versus RT forms a bell curve.
We modied this model by excluding condition 3 to reduce the computational cost
and tested this new model under the name chromatic model 2C. Classication
results are presented in Figure 2.3.
2.2 Fisher's Linear Discriminant
Fisher's linear discriminant is a dimensionality reduction technique used in pat-
tern recognition and machine learning. Most popular application of this method
is Fisher faces. Lu et al. [7] proposed linear discriminant ame model. Both
linear discriminant analysis and Fisher's linear discriminant assume that each
class has a Gaussian distribution. The dierence between the methods is the
assumption of the covariance matrix. Linear discriminant analysis assumes that
6
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Figure 2.2: Characteristics of chromatic model. Rate vs RT .
each class has identical covariance matrices. Covariance matrices do not have to
be identical in Fisher's linear discriminant method, they can be dierent.
In our problem we have two classes, re and non-re colors. Since Fisher's
linear discriminant assumes that each class has a Gaussian distribution, we can
dene each distribution by using its mean () and its covariance matrix (). In
this method our aim is to nd the projection vector, Jw, which maximizes Sw
(2.5). Since projection of Gaussian distribution is also a Gaussian distribution
the class means and class variances of projected data can be dened as equations
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Figure 2.3: Characteristics of chromatic model 2C. Rate vs RT .
(2.1), (2.2), (2.3), (2.4).
fire = Jwfire (2.1)
non fire = Jwnon fire (2.2)
2fire = JwfireJ
T
w (2.3)
2non fire = Jwnon fireJTw (2.4)
This method tries to maximize distance between projected class means as
much as possible while keeping projected class variances as low as possible using
Sw.
Sw =
jfire   non firej2
2fire + 2non fire
(2.5)
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According to Fisher's linear discriminant for our two class problem the best pro-
jection vector, which maximizes Sw, is:
Jw = (fire + non fire) 1(fire   non fire) (2.6)
A test pixel P is classied according to:
FLD(P ) =
8<: true if
JwP (w)non fireJwP (w)fire  > LT
false otherwise
(2.7)
where LT is a threshold. Classication results of this method are presented in
Figure 2.4.
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Figure 2.4: Characteristics of Fisher's linear discriminant. Rate vs LT .
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2.3 Gaussian Mixture Color Model
Gaussian mixture models are used for modeling distributions. With enough com-
ponents it can model every distribution with an acceptable accuracy. A Gaussian
mixture model is a linear combination of N gaussian distributions.
Gmm(P ) =
NX
i=1
WiG(P ;i;i) (2.8)
NX
i=1
Wi = 1 (2.9)
G(P ;;) =
1p
(2)d jj exp

 1
2
(P   )T 1(P   )

(2.10)
In [3] and [8] a Gaussian mixture model is used for color classication. Our
main dierence with earlier works is using 2 Gaussian mixture models instead
of a single model. One for re colors and one for non-re colors. We used 2
components (N = 2). Models are trained by using EM algorithm. Decision is
obtained by thresholding the ratio of Gaussian mixture models with threshold
GT . Classication results of this method are presented in Figure 2.5.
GMCM(P ) =
8<: true if
Gmmfire(P )
Gmmnon fire(P )
> GT
false otherwise
(2.11)
2.4 Articial Neural Network
An articial neural network is a mathematical model which is used for classica-
tion and regression. Articial neural networks are inspired from neural networks
of living things. In our problem we used a hidden layer and an output layer. In
10
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Figure 2.5: Characteristics of Gaussian mixture color model. Rate vs GT .
hidden layer there is only one neuron. Low complexity and better speed perfor-
mance is the reason behind using only one hidden neuron. In Figure 2.6 there
is a scheme of the model we used. Nnet(P ) returns the output of this model, a
value between 0 and 1.
Figure 2.6: The articial neural network model used in ame color detection.
Classication is done by thresholding the output of the articial neural net-
work with NT . Classication results of this method are presented in Figure 2.7.
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Figure 2.7: Characteristics of articial neural network model. Rate vs NT .
2.5 Results and Summary
We tested four methods for re colored pixel detection. Consider the example
image shown in Figure 2.8. As seen from results of each classier with a proper
threshold each model can provide a sucient true detection rate. Generally false
alarm rate and true detection rate decreases when threshold increases except for
the chromatic model. Change of detection rate via threshold forms a bell curve
in Chromatic model. Accuracy of chromatic model 2C is lower than other models
as seen in Figure 2.8. It classies reddish wall behind the ame as re, but it
is simple and fast. False alarms are not crucial in this step because the pixels
which cause false alarms can be eliminated by later steps, which use spatial or
temporal information.
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In Figure 2.9 classiers are tested with an image which does not contain re.
(a) Original image (b) Chromatic Model. RT =
90
(c) Chromatic Model 2C.
RT = 140
(d) Fisher's Linear Discrimi-
nant. LT = 1:12
(e) Gaussian Mixture Color
Model. GT = 1:2
(f) Neural Network Model.
NT = 0:8
Figure 2.8: Classications results of a re containing image in color space.
Cameras have their own color balancing and light adjustment settings, there-
fore it is impossible to detect re and ames using only the color information
with a high detection accuracy.
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(a) Original image (b) Chromatic Model. RT =
90
(c) Chromatic Model 2C.
RT = 140
(d) Fisher's Linear Discrimi-
nant. LT = 1:12
(e) Gaussian Mixture Color
Model. GT = 1:2
(f) Neural Network Model.
NT = 0:8
Figure 2.9: Classications results of an image in color space.
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Chapter 3
FIRE DETECTION IN IMAGES
In this chapter, re detection problem in images is investigated. Since every video
is actually a sequence of images, this problem occurs in all real time re detection
systems.
Although there are several works about re detection in videos, as far as we
know, there is not any work on re detection in images. Of course by modifying or
excluding some steps of re detection algorithms, which are developed for videos,
they can be used for re detection in images, but none of them are developed for
this aim. The study in this chapter analyzes re detection problem in color space
and spatial domain. It is assumed that re has its own texture style and by using
texture classication methods it can be separated from non-re objects. But due
to lighting conditions, type of burning material, type of camera and distance of
camera and camera settings, there can be several dierent textures of re.
A dataset of re and non-re images is constructed for training and testing
as in Chapter 2. Images in the dataset can be categorized under the index terms
\ame", \re", \wildres", \replace", \burning", \sunset", \autumn", \ower
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garden", \indoor", \outdoor", \lake" and \animals". It is randomly divided into
two parts: train and test sections. The test part of this dataset and the train
part of the dataset used in Chapter 2 are independent.
3.1 Fire Detection with Patches
Images that contain re in the train part are cropped manually such that only
re regions exists. Then 32 by 32 non-overlapping patches are extracted from
these cropped images. Since cropped images can be in dierent sizes, generally
dierent number of patches are extracted from dierent cropped images. If the
number of extracted patches from an image is greater than a limit, Lpos, then Lpos
patches are randomly selected. If random sampling is not applied, the biggest
cropped image can dominate training set and the smallest cropped image may be
neglected by the classier. 32 by 32 non-overlapping negative training patches
are also randomly selected with a limit, Lneg, when number of patches extracted
from a negative image is bigger than Lneg.
After training patches were constructed, features are extracted and used to
form a training set. A support vector machine (SVM) [9] is chosen for classica-
tion. A SVM classier is trained for each feature set. Each feature set extracted
from patches of a test image is tested by the SVM classier, which is trained
by the same type of feature set. This training process and the test process are
repeated with dierent features. For texture classication problem, variations of
covariance descriptors, codierence descriptors, Law's Masks, Gabor lters and
Markov chains are used as features.
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3.2 Covariance Descriptors
Tuzel, Porikli and Meer suggested covariance descriptors [10] and applied this
method to object detection and texture classication problems. Assuming that
properties of pixels of an image have multivariate normal distribution they used
lower triangular part of estimated of covariance matrix as the feature vector. Half
of the covariance matrix is used because it is symmetric. The covariance matrix
can be estimated as follows:
b = 1
N   1
X
i
X
j
(i;j   )(i;j   )T (3.1)
 =
1
N
X
i
X
j
i;j (3.2)
where N is the number of pixels.
i;j is a property vector of the pixel at location (i; j) (Pi;j). Let us dene
Red(i; j), Green(i; j), Blue(i; j), and Intensity(i; j) as red, green, blue and inten-
sity values of the pixel Pi;j. Respectively i;j can include locations of pixels and
intensity values of pixels, i;j =
h
X(i; j) Y (i; j) Intensity(i; j)
iT
, or it can
only include red, green, blue values of pixels, i;j =
h
Red(i; j) Green(i; j) Blue(i; j)
iT
.
Several pixel properties are dened from Equation (3.3) to Equation (3.19). By
using combinations of these properties, dierent covariance descriptors are de-
ned and tested. A list of dened covariance descriptors and the property set of
the corresponding descriptor can be found in Table 3.1.
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Yi;j = j; (3.3)
Xi;j = i; (3.4)
Ri;j = Red(i; j); (3.5)
Rxi;j =
@Red(i; j)@i
 ; (3.6)
Ryi;j =
@Red(i; j)@j
 ; (3.7)
Rxxi;j =
@2Red(i; j)@i2
 ; (3.8)
Ryyi;j =
@2Red(i; j)@j2
 ; (3.9)
Gi;j = Green(i; j); (3.10)
Bi;j = Blue(i; j); (3.11)
Ii;j = Intensity(i; j); (3.12)
Ixi;j =
@Intensity(i; j)@i
 ; (3.13)
Iyi;j =
@Intensity(i; j)@j
 ; (3.14)
Ixxi;j =
@2Intensity(i; j)@i2
 ; (3.15)
Iyyi;j =
@2Intensity(i; j)@j2
 (3.16)
Hai;j =
8<: 1 if Red(i; j) + 5 > Green(i; j) and Green(i; j)  Blue(i; j)0 otherwise
(3.17)
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Hbi;j =
8<: 1 if Red(i; j) > 1100 otherwise (3.18)
and
Fpi;j =
8<: 1 if Nnet(P ) > 0:50 otherwise (3.19)
Note that, Nnet(P ) is the output of neural network model dened in section
2.4. First derivative of the image is taken by ltering the image with [-1 0 1] and
second derivative is found by ltering the image with [1 -2 1].
Table 3.1: List of dened covariance descriptors and which properties are used.
Name Y X R Rx Ry Rxx Ryy G B I Ix Iy Ixx Iyy Ha Hb Fp
cov R5 X X X X X
cov R7 X X X X X X X
cov I5 X X X X X
cov I7 X X X X X X X
cov RGB8 X X X X X X X X
cov RGB9 X X X X X X X X X
cov RGB10 X X X X X X X X X X
cov RGB10 c X X X X X X X X X X
cov RGB11 X X X X X X X X X X X
cov RGB12 X X X X X X X X X X X X
Lower triangular parts of covariance matrices of property sets of covariance
descriptors form the feature vectors except variance of X, variance of Y and
covariance of X with Y . Since these values are constant for a 32 by 32 image,
they are not used in feature vector. In Figure 3.1, a test image that contains re
and in Figure 3.2 a negative test image without re can be found.
19
(a) cov I5 (b) cov I7 (c) cov R5 (d) cov R7
(e) cov RGB8 (f) cov RGB9 (g) cov RGB10 (h) cov RGB10 c
(i) cov RGB11 (j) cov RGB12
Figure 3.1: Classication of patches of a test image when various covariance
descriptors are used.
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(a) cov I5 (b) cov I7 (c) cov R5 (d) cov R7
(e) cov RGB8 (f) cov RGB9 (g) cov RGB10 (h) cov RGB10 c
(i) cov RGB11 (j) cov RGB12
Figure 3.2: Classication of patches of a test image when various covariance
descriptors are used.
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3.3 Codierence Descriptors
Codierence descriptors, proposed by Tuna, Onaran and Cetin in [11], are dened
in order to reduce the complexity of the calculation of the covariance matrix.
It is suitable for processors which do not have multiplication command. Al-
though today's computers have multiplication command, sometimes codierence
descriptors perform better than covariance descriptors. Denition of a codif-
ference descriptor is same as covarince descriptor except instead of using scalar
multiplication operator a new operator, , is used. This operator is dened as
follows:
a b = sign (ab) (jaj+ jbj) (3.20)
where sign (0) is dened as 1. Or it can be dened as Equation (3.21).
a b =
8>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>:
a+ b if a > 0 and b > 0
a  b if a < 0 and b > 0
 a+ b if a > 0 and b < 0
 a  b if a < 0 and b < 0
jaj+ jbj if a = 0 or b = 0
(3.21)
Codierence matrix is dened as follows:
bS = 1
1023
32X
i=1
32X
j=1
(i;j   ) (i;j   )T (3.22)
where  is the matrix multiplication operator that uses  operator instead of
scalar multiplication.
Similar to the covariance descriptors several codierence descriptors, that have
dierent property sets, are dened. Similar descriptors use the same , i.e. both
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cov R5 and cod R5 use Y , X, R, Rx and Ry. Therefore Table 3.1 also denes
property sets of covariance descriptors.
Similar to the covariance descriptors only lower triangular part of bS is used
because bS is also symmetric. Since codierence of the position X with itself,
codierence of the position Y with itself and codierence ofX with Y are constant
for a 32 by 32 image, they are not used in the feature vector. In Figure 3.3 an
image containing re and in Figure 3.4 negative example results are presented.
(a) cod I5 (b) cod I7 (c) cod R5 (d) cod R7
(e) cod RGB8 (f) cod RGB9 (g) cod RGB10 (h) cod RGB10 c
(i) cod RGB11 (j) cod RGB12
Figure 3.3: Classication of patches of a test image when various codierence
descriptors are used.
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(a) cod I5 (b) cod I7 (c) cod R5 (d) cod R7
(e) cod RGB8 (f) cod RGB9 (g) cod RGB10 (h) cod RGB10 c
(i) cod RGB11 (j) cod RGB12
Figure 3.4: Classication of patches of a test image when various codierence
descriptors are used.
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3.4 Laws' Masks
In [12] Laws suggested using 25 lters for texture classication problem. All
lters are separable and they can be build from ve 1-D lters. These 1-D lters
are:
Lh1 =
h
 1  2 0 2 1
iT
Lh2 =
h
1 4 6 4 1
iT
Lh3 =
h
 1 0 2 0  1
iT
Lh4 =
h
1  4 6  4 1
iT
Lh5 =
h
 1 2 0  2  1
iT
Assuming that Z is a matrix of image property (intensity, red channel, ...)
Lfa;b(Z) is dened as the ltered version of Z with Lha and L
T
hb. As shown
in equation (3.23), mean of the absolute values of ltered images are used as
features.
Codierence and covariance descriptors using Laws' masks can also be con-
structed.
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L(Z) =
2666666666666666666666666664
1
1024
P32
i=1
P32
j=1 jLf1;1(Z; i; j)j
1
1024
P32
i=1
P32
j=1 jLf1;2(Z; i; j)j
:
:
1
1024
P32
i=1
P32
j=1 jLf1;5(Z; i; j)j
1
1024
P32
i=1
P32
j=1 jLf2;1(Z; i; j)j
:
:
:
1
1024
P32
i=1
P32
j=1 jLf5;5(Z; i; j)j
3777777777777777777777777775
(3.23)
Note that Z(i; j) is the (i'th, j'th) element of matrix Z and Lfa;b(Z; i; j) is the
(i'th, j'th) element of the ltered image. L has 25 elements. Using L notation
3 feature types are dened:
laws I = L(Intensity)
laws R = L(Red)
laws RGB =
26664
L(Red)
L(Green)
L(Blue)
37775
Figure 3.5 and Figure 3.6 contain images whose patches are classied accord-
ing to these features.
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(a) laws I (b) laws R (c) laws RGB
Figure 3.5: Classication of patches of a test image when Law's masks are used.
(a) laws I (b) laws R (c) laws RGB
Figure 3.6: Classication of patches of a test image when Law's masks are used.
3.5 Gabor Filters
In [13] Jain and Farrokhnia suggested using Gabor lter banks for texture seg-
mentation. Kernel of Gabor lters, used in this work, are constructed by using
Equation (3.24). There are 3 parameters that can be changed. As it is seen from
Equation (3.24) impulse response of a Gabor lter has innite length. But as
we get away from origin, it get closer to zero. Therefore using a nite part of
it (generally a rectangle whose center is at the origin) is enough. Area of this
nite part is related to the value of . In our problem every patch has a size of
32 by 32. Therefore setting  to a big value is not a good idea. We used  = 2,
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for all Gabor lters.  is the lter orientation and f0 is the discrete radial center
frequency. In this part, four orientations (0, 45, 90 and 135) and ve discrete
radial center frequencies
p
2
26
;
p
2
24
;
p
2
24
;
p
2
23
;
p
2
22

are used.
Gh(; f0; ; i; j) = exp

 (icos + jsin)
2 + ( isin + jcos)2
22

cos(2foi)
(3.24)
Let us dene Gf (Z; ; f0; i; j) as ltered version of Z(i; j) with Gh(; f0; 2; i; j).
Means of the absolute values of these ltered images form features as shown in
Equation (3.25).
G(Z) =
26666666666666666666666666664
1
1024
P32
i=1
P32
j=1
Gf(Z; 0; p226 ; i; j)
1
1024
P32
i=1
P32
j=1
Gf(Z; 0; p225 ; i; j)
:
:
1
1024
P32
i=1
P32
j=1
Gf(Z; 0; p222 ; i; j)
1
1024
P32
i=1
P32
j=1
Gf(Z; 45; p226 ; i; j)
:
:
:
1
1024
P32
i=1
P32
j=1
Gf(Z; 135; p222 ; i; j)
37777777777777777777777777775
(3.25)
G has 20 elements. Using G notation 3 feature types are dened:
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gabor I = G(Intensity)
gabor R = G(Red)
gabor RGB =
26664
G(Red)
G(Green)
G(Blue)
37775
Some of the classication results using these features can be found in Figure
3.7 and in Figure 3.8.
(a) gabor I (b) gabor R (c) gabor RGB
Figure 3.7: Classication of patches of a test image when Gabor lters are used.
(a) gabor I (b) gabor R (c) gabor RGB
Figure 3.8: Classication of patches of a test image when Gabor lters are used.
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3.6 Markov Chain
A discrete time Markov chain is a stochastic process with the property that
probability mass function of the next state depends only the current state. The
estimated elements of the transition matrix
bT of this process are used as fea-
tures.
Assuming C(i; j) refers the number of transitions from statei to statej occurs
in rows of the state matrix. Denition of bT can be estimated as follows:
bT =
8<:
C(i;j)P
k=0 C(i;k)
if
P
k=0C(i; k) > 0
0 otherwise
(3.26)
MC Ia is a Markov chain which has 'a` states. state0 is for pixels that are
not possible re-pixels according to chromatic model, which is dened in Section
(2.1), when RT is 90. state1 to statea 1 are like bins of a histogram. According
to their intensities every possible re-pixel assigns to a state. But dierent from
histogram bins, denitions of these states are adaptive to the intensity of test
patch. Denitions of state1 to statea 1 change such that they always divide the
range min (Intensitiy) to max (Intensitiy) equally.
MC IWL is similar to MC I4. This time Intensity is used after ltering with
[1 -2 1]. This process has constant state denitions. state1 to state3 are for
possible re-pixels whose ltered intensities are in ( 1::  5],[ 5::5) and [5::1).
MC Ra and MC RWL are same as MC Ia and MC IWL, but these pro-
cesses use Red instead of Intensity. MC nrmIa, MC nrmIWL, MC nrmRa and
MC nrmRWL are estimations of transition matrices of MC Ia, MC IWL, MC Ra,
MC RWL. Sample classication results are presented in Figure 3.9 and in Figure
3.10.
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(a) MC nrmI4 (b) MC nrmI7 (c) MC nrmI10 (d) MC nrmIWL
(e) MC nrmR4 (f) MC nrmR7 (g) MC nrmR10 (h) MC nrmRWL
Figure 3.9: Classication of patches of a test image when Markov chains are used.
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(a) MC nrmI4 (b) MC nrmI7 (c) MC nrmI10 (d) MC nrmIWL
(e) MC nrmR4 (f) MC nrmR7 (g) MC nrmR10 (h) MC nrmRWL
Figure 3.10: Classication of patches of a test image when Markov chains are
used.
3.7 Results and Summary
After 32 by 32 patches of an image are classied using one of the feature sets
that are described previously, test image is classied by using the decisions of
patches. The simplest way of doing this is to check if there is any patch classied
as re. But applying OR operator to decisions of patches is not a good way.
For a negative test image if any of the patches is miss-classied then image will
be miss-classied. Therefore using OR operator can cause very high false-alarm
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rates.
Let's assume decisions of patches of a test image are like in Figure 3.11.
Small blocks mean there is a re classied patch. Final classication is done by
searching 3 by 3 patterns in decisions of a test image. A test block, which consists
of 3 by 3 decisions, is shift over all the decisions. If its center decision is re and
sum of the decisions that are re is greater or equal to ST in a test block then
that image classied as re. In Figure 3.12 there are positive and negative test
blocks for ST = 3. Result of Figure 3.12(f) is negative because its center patch
is not classied as re. Classication results for ST = 1 to ST = 4 are in Table
3.2 to Table 3.5 where true detection is dened as:
the number of correctly classied images that do not contain re
number of images that do not contain re in test set
(3.27)
and false alarm is dened as:
the number of miss classied images that do not contain re
number of images which do not contain re in test set
(3.28)
ST = 1 case is same as applying OR operator.
Figure 3.11: An example for decisions of patches of an image.
In conclusion, cov RGB12 and cod RGB12 generally give better performance
than the other feature sets. The classication rate also depends on the threshold
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(a) positive (b) positive (c) positive
(d) negative (e) negative (f) negative
Figure 3.12: Positive and negative test blocks for ST = 3
ST . As ST increases both the false alarm rate and the true detection rate decrease.
Optimum accuracy can be achieved by changing ST .
chapterFIRE DETECTION IN VIDEO
In this chapter, a real-time re detection algorithm is described and tested
with videos. We use our expertise that we gather from the previous chapters in
the nal design. As seen from the results of previous chapters, chromatic color
model is simple and it has a high detection rate. Also we observe that covariance
descriptors are good features for ame detection in images.
In the rest of the chapter, the idea of covariance region descriptors, which
is used in image processing, is extended to video. Similar to the image analysis
case, video is divided into 16 x 16 x Frate spatiotemporal blocks. The height and
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the width of the block is 16x16 and Frate is the temporal duration of the block.
3.8 Covariance Descriptors For Video
As explained in Chapter 3.2, assuming a property set (properties of pixels) has
a wide sense stationary multivariate normal distribution, covariance descriptors
are the lower triangular part of the estimated covariance matrix either. This is
a reasonable assumption for a ame colored image region because such regions
do not contain strong edges. Therefore, covariance descriptors can be used to
model spatial characteristics of re regions in images. To model the temporal
icker in re ames we introduce temporally extended covariance descriptors
cov CST. Temporally extended covariance descriptors are designed to describe
spatiotemporal blocks.
Assuming Intensity(i; j; n) is the intensity of (ith,jth) pixel of the nth frame
of a test block and Red, Green, Blue holds colors of pixels of frames of the test
block, the properties dened from equation (3.30) to (3.38) will be used. During
the implementation of the covariance method, the rst derivative of the image is
computed by ltering the image with [-1 0 1] and second derivative is found by
ltering the image with [1 -2 1] lters, respectively.
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Ri;j;n = Red(i; j; n); (3.29)
Gi;j;n = Green(i; j; n); (3.30)
Bi;j;n = Blue(i; j; n); (3.31)
Ii;j;n = Intensity(i; j; n); (3.32)
Ixi;j;n =
@Intensity(i; j; n)@i
 ; (3.33)
Iyi;j;n =
@Intensity(i; j; n)@j
 ; (3.34)
Ixxi;j;n =
@2Intensity(i; j; n)@i2
 ; (3.35)
Iyyi;j;n =
@2Intensity(i; j; n)@j2
 ; (3.36)
Iti;j;n =
@Intensity(i; j; n)@n
 ; (3.37)
Itti;j;n =
@2Intensity(i; j; n)@n2
 (3.38)
Every input frame is scaled to 320 by 240 in order to run the re detection
algorithm in real-time. 16 is chosen as both width and height of the spatiotem-
poral block (240=16 = 15). Therefore re may not ll most of the blocks but
it can disperse over a few blocks. In order to reduce the eect of non-re re-
gions, instead of using properties of every pixel only properties of chromatically
possible re-pixels are used in the estimation of covariance matrix. For color
analysis chromatic model 2C is used with RT = 110. Only the collection of pixels
corresponding to the non-zero values of the following color mask are used in the
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extraction of features. The color mask is dened by the following function:
	(i; j; n) =
8>>><>>>:
true if Red(i; j) > Green(i; j; n) and Green(i; j; n)  Blue(i; j; n)
and Red(i; j; n) > 110
false otherwise
(3.39)
This is not a tight condition, almost all ame colored reddish regions satisfy
Equation (3.39).
A total of 10 property parameters are used for each pixel satisfying the color
condition. However this requires 10 times11
2
= 55 covariance computations. To
reduce the computational cost we compute the covariances of the pixel property
vectors
color(i; j; n) =
h
Red(i; j; n) Green(i; j; n) Blue(i; j; n)
iT
(3.40)
and
spatioTemporal(i; j; n) =
266666666666666664
I(i; j; n)
Ix(i; j; n)
Iy(i; j; n)
Ixx(i; j; n)
Iyy(i; j; n)
It(i; j; n)
Itt(i; j; n)
377777777777777775
(3.41)
separately. Therefore the property vector color produces
34
2
= 6 and the prop-
erty vector spatioTemporal produces
78
2
= 28 covariance values respectively. In
video processing the feature vector cov CST is the augmented vector of these
covariance descriptors.
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3.9 Training and Testing
For training and testing, 16 by 16 by Frate blocks are extracted from various
video clips. The temporal dimension of the blocks are determined by the frame
rate parameter Frate which is between 10 and 25 in our train and test videos.
These blocks do not overlap in spatial domain but there are 50% overlap in time
domain. This means that classication is not repeated after every image frame
of the video. An SVM classier is used as the recognition engine.
The classication is done periodically with the period Frate=2. This decreases
the cost of classication. On the other hand estimating covariance matrix period-
ically with the formula given in Equation (3.1) requires accumulating your data at
the end of each period. This is because the covariance matrix estimation formula
(3.1) needs to know the mean of the data and the mean can not be calculated
without knowing the entire data. But luckily there is another covariance matrix
estimation formula (3.42), that can be started to calculate without waiting for
the entire data. But this formula has a certain drawback. It aggregates products
of numbers. In our problem these numbers can be -510 for the second derivative
intensities. In a 32 bit environment to prevent overowing we can take summa-
tion of maximum floor

232
510510)

= 16512 elements. This means that using 32
by 32 by 20 blocks can cause erroneous calculation of b.
b(a; b) = 1
N   1
 X
i
X
j
i;j(a)i;j(b)  1
N
 X
i
X
j
i;j(a)
! X
i
X
j
i;j(b)
!!
(3.42)
After spatiotemporal blocks are extracted, the number of chromatically re-
pixels,
P
i
P
j
P
n	(i; j; n), is found. If this number is lower than or equal to
3
5
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the number of the elements of block (1616Frate) then that block is classied as
a non-re block. This thresholding is done because only chromatically re-pixels
according to chromatic model 2C is used and the covariance matrix does not give
any information about this number because it is normalized. If the number of
possible re-pixels is enough, then classication is done by the SVM classier
with using cov CST of the corresponding block.
In this thesis 7 positive and 10 negative videos are used for training. For
positive videos only parts of the videos that contain re are used. Before adding
cov CST of blocks to the training set, the number of chromatically re-pixels of
that block is checked like mentioned above for both positive and negative samples.
At the nal step of our ame detection a condence value is determined
according to the number of positively classied video blocks and their positions.
After every block is classied spatial neighborhoods of the block are used to decide
alarm condence similar to Section 3.7. If there is no neighbor block classied
as re, condence level is set to 1. If there is a single neighbor block, which is
classied as re, then condence level is set to 2. If there are more than 2 blocks
neighbor blocks classied as re then condence level of that block is set to 3
which is the highest level of condence that the algorithm provides. In Figure
3.13 there are sample frames after classication.
3.10 Results and Summary
Each video in the test set is cropped manually. If the video is in the positive
set, all frames of the video include re otherwise none of the frames include re
regions. Similar to Section 3.7 a threshold CT is used in the decision process. If
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(a) true detection case from
posVideo1
(b) true detection case from
posVideo6
(c) true detection case from
posVideo7
(d) true detection case from
a training video
(e) false alarm case from
negVideo2
(f) true rejection case from
negVideo3
(g) false alarm case from a
training video
(h) miss detection and false
alarm case from a video
which is not in training nor
test set
Figure 3.13: Sample image frames from videos.
the condence level of any block of the frame is greater than or equal to CT that
frame is marked as a re containing frame. Results are summarized in Table 3.6
and Table 3.7 where TX is dened as:
the number of correctly classied frames, which contain re, in test video
number of frames which contain re in test video
(3.43)
and FX is dened as:
the number of miss classied frames, which do not contain re, in test video
number of frames which do not contain re in test video
(3.44)
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when CT =X . First 13 videos do contain re and the remaining 9 videos do not
contain re and ames but contain ame colored regions.
Table 3.6: True detection rates of real-time re detection system.
Video name T1 T2 T3
posVideo1 281/ 293 (95.9%) 266/ 293 (90.8%) 161/ 293 (54.9%)
posVideo2 493/ 510 (96.7%) 463/ 510 (90.8%) 413/ 510 (81.0%)
posVideo3 364/ 381 (95.5%) 345/ 381 (90.6%) 310/ 381 (81.4%)
posVideo4 1643/ 1655 (99.3%) 1643/ 1655 (99.3%) 1643/ 1655 (99.3%)
posVideo5 2394/ 2406 (99.5%) 2394/ 2406 (99.5%) 2394/ 2406 (99.5%)
posVideo6 225/ 258 (87.2%) 110/ 258 (42.6%) 35/ 258 (13.6%)
posVideo7 535/ 547 (97.8%) 530/ 547 (96.9%) 495/ 547 (90.5%)
posVideo8 501/ 513 (97.7%) 501/ 513 (97.7%) 501/ 513 (97.7%)
posVideo9 651/ 663 (98.2%) 651/ 663 (98.2%) 651/ 663 (98.2%)
posVideo10 223/ 235 (94.9%) 223/ 235 (94.9%) 223/ 235 (94.9%)
posVideo11 166/ 178 (93.3%) 126/ 178 (70.8%) 35/ 178 (19.7%)
posVideo12 234/ 246 (95.1%) 234/ 246 (95.1%) 234/ 246 (95.1%)
posVideo13 196/ 208 (94.2%) 196/ 208 (94.2%) 196/ 208 (94.2%)
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Table 3.7: False alarm rates of real-time re detection system.
Video name F1 F2 F3
negVideo1 940/ 4539 (20.7%) 315/ 4539 ( 6.9%) 160/ 4539 ( 3.5%)
negVideo2 25/ 155 (16.1%) 5/ 155 ( 3.2%) 0/ 155 ( 0.0%)
negVideo3 0/ 160 ( 0.0%) 0/ 160 ( 0.0%) 0/ 160 ( 0.0%)
negVideo4 945/ 1931 (48.9%) 465/ 1931 (24.1%) 140/ 1931 ( 7.3%)
negVideo5 107/ 439 (24.4%) 45/ 439 (10.3%) 10/ 439 ( 2.3%)
negVideo6 520/ 1142 (45.5%) 305/ 1142 (26.7%) 185/ 1142 (16.2%)
negVideo7 85/ 541 (15.7%) 0/ 541 ( 0.0%) 0/ 541 ( 0.0%)
negVideo8 20/ 3761 ( 0.5%) 5/ 3761 ( 0.1%) 0/ 3761 ( 0.0%)
negVideo9 30/ 645 ( 4.7%) 5/ 645 ( 0.8%) 5/ 645 ( 0.8%)
The classication rates of the method depend on the threshold CT . Similar
to Section 3.7 increasing CT decreases detection rates. According to the results,
using CT = 3 provides a good performance. Although the true detection rate is
low when CT = 3, we do not need to detect all re frames correctly to issue an
alarm. It is enough to detect re in a short time without too many false alarms.
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Table 3.2: Classication results of texture classiers with patches when ST = 1.
Method Name True Detection False Alarm
cov R5 119/ 140 (85.0%) 73/ 141 (51.8%)
cov R7 133/ 140 (95.0%) 92/ 141 (65.2%)
cov I5 82/ 140 (58.6%) 59/ 141 (41.8%)
cov I7 100/ 140 (71.4%) 77/ 141 (54.6%)
cov RGB8 129/ 140 (92.1%) 74/ 141 (52.5%)
cov RGB9 134/ 140 (95.7%) 74/ 141 (52.5%)
cov RGB10 c 136/ 140 (97.1%) 83/ 141 (58.9%)
cov RGB10 136/ 140 (97.1%) 78/ 141 (55.3%)
cov RGB11 135/ 140 (96.4%) 78/ 141 (55.3%)
cov RGB12 137/ 140 (97.9%) 83/ 141 (58.9%)
cod R5 107/ 140 (76.4%) 71/ 141 (50.4%)
cod R7 132/ 140 (94.3%) 96/ 141 (68.1%)
cod I5 75/ 140 (53.6%) 52/ 141 (36.9%)
cod I7 111/ 140 (79.3%) 90/ 141 (63.8%)
cod RGB8 133/ 140 (95.0%) 93/ 141 (66.0%)
cod RGB9 138/ 140 (98.6%) 91/ 141 (64.5%)
cod RGB10 c 136/ 140 (97.1%) 89/ 141 (63.1%)
cod RGB10 136/ 140 (97.1%) 86/ 141 (61.0%)
cod RGB11 139/ 140 (99.3%) 86/ 141 (61.0%)
cod RGB12 139/ 140 (99.3%) 89/ 141 (63.1%)
laws I 118/ 140 (84.3%) 75/ 141 (53.2%)
laws R 124/ 140 (88.6%) 80/ 141 (56.7%)
laws RGB 126/ 140 (90.0%) 62/ 141 (44.0%)
gabor I 1/ 140 ( 0.7%) 0/ 141 ( 0.0%)
gabor R 104/ 140 (74.3%) 64/ 141 (45.4%)
gabor RGB 128/ 140 (91.4%) 57/ 141 (40.4%)
MC nrmI4 128/ 140 (91.4%) 93/ 141 (66.0%)
MC nrmI7 133/ 140 (95.0%) 116/ 141 (82.3%)
MC nrmI10 137/ 140 (97.9%) 125/ 141 (88.7%)
MC nrmIWL 131/ 140 (93.6%) 82/ 141 (58.2%)
MC nrmR4 127/ 140 (90.7%) 100/ 141 (70.9%)
MC nrmR7 136/ 140 (97.1%) 120/ 141 (85.1%)
MC nrmR10 139/ 140 (99.3%) 122/ 141 (86.5%)
MC nrmRWL 133/ 140 (95.0%) 87/ 141 (61.7%)
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Table 3.3: Classication results of texture classiers with patches when ST = 2.
Method Name True Detection False Alarm
cov R5 80/ 140 (57.1%) 27/ 141 (19.1%)
cov R7 120/ 140 (85.7%) 59/ 141 (41.8%)
cov I5 31/ 140 (22.1%) 22/ 141 (15.6%)
cov I7 71/ 140 (50.7%) 46/ 141 (32.6%)
cov RGB8 111/ 140 (79.3%) 52/ 141 (36.9%)
cov RGB9 125/ 140 (89.3%) 58/ 141 (41.1%)
cov RGB10 c 128/ 140 (91.4%) 58/ 141 (41.1%)
cov RGB10 123/ 140 (87.9%) 54/ 141 (38.3%)
cov RGB11 129/ 140 (92.1%) 55/ 141 (39.0%)
cov RGB12 130/ 140 (92.9%) 51/ 141 (36.2%)
cod R5 52/ 140 (37.1%) 27/ 141 (19.1%)
cod R7 122/ 140 (87.1%) 67/ 141 (47.5%)
cod I5 27/ 140 (19.3%) 16/ 141 (11.3%)
cod I7 91/ 140 (65.0%) 48/ 141 (34.0%)
cod RGB8 125/ 140 (89.3%) 56/ 141 (39.7%)
cod RGB9 129/ 140 (92.1%) 56/ 141 (39.7%)
cod RGB10 c 132/ 140 (94.3%) 56/ 141 (39.7%)
cod RGB10 131/ 140 (93.6%) 55/ 141 (39.0%)
cod RGB11 133/ 140 (95.0%) 52/ 141 (36.9%)
cod RGB12 131/ 140 (93.6%) 56/ 141 (39.7%)
laws I 101/ 140 (72.1%) 41/ 141 (29.1%)
laws R 116/ 140 (82.9%) 51/ 141 (36.2%)
laws RGB 117/ 140 (83.6%) 40/ 141 (28.4%)
gabor I 0/ 140 ( 0.0%) 0/ 141 ( 0.0%)
gabor R 73/ 140 (52.1%) 41/ 141 (29.1%)
gabor RGB 119/ 140 (85.0%) 44/ 141 (31.2%)
MC nrmI4 113/ 140 (80.7%) 49/ 141 (34.8%)
MC nrmI7 125/ 140 (89.3%) 62/ 141 (44.0%)
MC nrmI10 127/ 140 (90.7%) 74/ 141 (52.5%)
MC nrmIWL 117/ 140 (83.6%) 50/ 141 (35.5%)
MC nrmR4 114/ 140 (81.4%) 53/ 141 (37.6%)
MC nrmR7 127/ 140 (90.7%) 79/ 141 (56.0%)
MC nrmR10 130/ 140 (92.9%) 79/ 141 (56.0%)
MC nrmRWL 113/ 140 (80.7%) 53/ 141 (37.6%)
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Table 3.4: Classication results of texture classiers with patches when ST = 3.
Method Name True Detection False Alarm
cov R5 45/ 140 (32.1%) 13/ 141 ( 9.2%)
cov R7 104/ 140 (74.3%) 41/ 141 (29.1%)
cov I5 15/ 140 (10.7%) 11/ 141 ( 7.8%)
cov I7 52/ 140 (37.1%) 29/ 141 (20.6%)
cov RGB8 102/ 140 (72.9%) 40/ 141 (28.4%)
cov RGB9 118/ 140 (84.3%) 48/ 141 (34.0%)
cov RGB10 c 117/ 140 (83.6%) 41/ 141 (29.1%)
cov RGB10 119/ 140 (85.0%) 46/ 141 (32.6%)
cov RGB11 127/ 140 (90.7%) 43/ 141 (30.5%)
cov RGB12 126/ 140 (90.0%) 40/ 141 (28.4%)
cod R5 31/ 140 (22.1%) 13/ 141 ( 9.2%)
cod R7 109/ 140 (77.9%) 47/ 141 (33.3%)
cod I5 12/ 140 ( 8.6%) 6/ 141 ( 4.3%)
cod I7 71/ 140 (50.7%) 29/ 141 (20.6%)
cod RGB8 113/ 140 (80.7%) 42/ 141 (29.8%)
cod RGB9 121/ 140 (86.4%) 44/ 141 (31.2%)
cod RGB10 c 124/ 140 (88.6%) 46/ 141 (32.6%)
cod RGB10 124/ 140 (88.6%) 46/ 141 (32.6%)
cod RGB11 125/ 140 (89.3%) 42/ 141 (29.8%)
cod RGB12 124/ 140 (88.6%) 42/ 141 (29.8%)
laws I 86/ 140 (61.4%) 29/ 141 (20.6%)
laws R 101/ 140 (72.1%) 41/ 141 (29.1%)
laws RGB 111/ 140 (79.3%) 35/ 141 (24.8%)
gabor I 0/ 140 ( 0.0%) 0/ 141 ( 0.0%)
gabor R 57/ 140 (40.7%) 27/ 141 (19.1%)
gabor RGB 111/ 140 (79.3%) 38/ 141 (27.0%)
MC nrmI4 103/ 140 (73.6%) 42/ 141 (29.8%)
MC nrmI7 112/ 140 (80.0%) 41/ 141 (29.1%)
MC nrmI10 120/ 140 (85.7%) 54/ 141 (38.3%)
MC nrmIWL 112/ 140 (80.0%) 39/ 141 (27.7%)
MC nrmR4 101/ 140 (72.1%) 42/ 141 (29.8%)
MC nrmR7 117/ 140 (83.6%) 57/ 141 (40.4%)
MC nrmR10 124/ 140 (88.6%) 59/ 141 (41.8%)
MC nrmRWL 107/ 140 (76.4%) 36/ 141 (25.5%)
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Table 3.5: Classication results of texture classiers with patches when ST = 4.
Method Name True Detection False Alarm
cov R5 22/ 140 (15.7%) 2/ 141 ( 1.4%)
cov R7 88/ 140 (62.9%) 29/ 141 (20.6%)
cov I5 6/ 140 ( 4.3%) 3/ 141 ( 2.1%)
cov I7 31/ 140 (22.1%) 9/ 141 ( 6.4%)
cov RGB8 92/ 140 (65.7%) 30/ 141 (21.3%)
cov RGB9 106/ 140 (75.7%) 30/ 141 (21.3%)
cov RGB10 c 104/ 140 (74.3%) 30/ 141 (21.3%)
cov RGB10 107/ 140 (76.4%) 31/ 141 (22.0%)
cov RGB11 117/ 140 (83.6%) 32/ 141 (22.7%)
cov RGB12 115/ 140 (82.1%) 29/ 141 (20.6%)
cod R5 10/ 140 ( 7.1%) 5/ 141 ( 3.5%)
cod R7 102/ 140 (72.9%) 32/ 141 (22.7%)
cod I5 3/ 140 ( 2.1%) 2/ 141 ( 1.4%)
cod I7 49/ 140 (35.0%) 17/ 141 (12.1%)
cod RGB8 101/ 140 (72.1%) 27/ 141 (19.1%)
cod RGB9 114/ 140 (81.4%) 34/ 141 (24.1%)
cod RGB10 c 116/ 140 (82.9%) 33/ 141 (23.4%)
cod RGB10 111/ 140 (79.3%) 33/ 141 (23.4%)
cod RGB11 120/ 140 (85.7%) 33/ 141 (23.4%)
cod RGB12 116/ 140 (82.9%) 30/ 141 (21.3%)
laws I 73/ 140 (52.1%) 21/ 141 (14.9%)
laws R 89/ 140 (63.6%) 29/ 141 (20.6%)
laws RGB 105/ 140 (75.0%) 26/ 141 (18.4%)
gabor I 0/ 140 ( 0.0%) 0/ 141 ( 0.0%)
gabor R 45/ 140 (32.1%) 19/ 141 (13.5%)
gabor RGB 106/ 140 (75.7%) 33/ 141 (23.4%)
MC nrmI4 94/ 140 (67.1%) 31/ 141 (22.0%)
MC nrmI7 105/ 140 (75.0%) 34/ 141 (24.1%)
MC nrmI10 111/ 140 (79.3%) 41/ 141 (29.1%)
MC nrmIWL 97/ 140 (69.3%) 31/ 141 (22.0%)
MC nrmR4 80/ 140 (57.1%) 37/ 141 (26.2%)
MC nrmR7 113/ 140 (80.7%) 37/ 141 (26.2%)
MC nrmR10 113/ 140 (80.7%) 41/ 141 (29.1%)
MC nrmRWL 89/ 140 (63.6%) 28/ 141 (19.9%)
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Chapter 4
CONCLUSIONS
In this thesis, re and ame detection algorithms are developed and experimen-
tally tested. In Chapter 2, several ways of using color information are studied and
it is concluded that chromatic model 2C is the most simple in terms of computa-
tional cost yet ecient model. It has both high true detection rate and relatively
low false alarm rate. False alarm rate of this model is neglected because color
modeling of ame pixels is not used individually in a ame detection algorithm.
They are generally used with other models that use spatial or temporal informa-
tion. In general nal classication stage of most ame detection methods is to
apply AND operator to decisions of those models, which use color, spatial or
temporal information. This means that, false alarm rates can drop with the use
of temporal models together but true detection rate never increases. Therefore a
high true detection rate with low complexity is crucial in color modelling.
In Chapter 3, covariance descriptors, codierence descriptors, Laws' masks,
Gabor lters, and Markov chains are studied with several congurations and it
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is concluded that both covariance and codierence descriptors have high perfor-
mances with proper congurations. It is observed that without using tempo-
ral, information separating re patches from some type of non-re patches, like
patches that are extracted from reection of sun, is a challenging task. None of
the feature sets give good performance by using only spatial information.
Finally in Chapter 3.7, a real-time video re detection system is developed
based on covariance and codierence texture representation method. The method
is computationally ecient and it can process 320 by 240 frames at 20 fps in an
ordinary computer. Most re detection methods use color, spatial and temporal
information separately, but in this work we use temporally extended covariance
matrices to use all the information together. The proposed method works very
well when the re ames are clearly visible. On the other hand, if the re is
small and far away from the camera or covered by dense smoke the method
might perform poorly.
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